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The Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) is widely used to study decision making in both
healthy and clinical populations. The IGT involves a complex interplay between
multiple decision making processes but cognitive models may be used to better
understand the multiple facets of choice behavior.
Past modeling work with the IGT has focused on many types of models including:
heuristic models [1][2], Bayesian updating models [1], expectancy-valence models
[1][3], and hybrid models [4]. None of these models, however, show good
performance for both short (e.g. one-step-ahead) and long-term (e.g. simulation)
prediction accuracy [3; 5]. This suggests that we are still in need of a better model to
explain choice behavior on the IGT.
Our goal was to develop a new model for the IGT that shows excellent
performance for both short and long-term prediction. We developed a new model
using post-hoc fits, simulation, and parameter recovery. The new model addresses
concerns made by previous studies by explicitly modeling frequency of outcomes in
combination with expected value and a perseverance strategy.
To accurately assess the new model’s performance relative to existing models, we
compared it with: (1) the Prospect-Valence Learning model with Delta rule (PVL
Delta), and (2) the Value-Plus-Perseverance model (VPP). We chose these models
because a previous study [6] showed that the PVL Delta performs excellent for
simulation and parameter recovery while the VPP performs excellent for post-hic fit.
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• Data from N=48 healthy controls from Ahn et al., 2014 were used to
test all models.
• We used Hierarchical Bayesian
Analysis (HBA) and the hBayesDM
R package (development version)
[8] for parameter estimation. The
hBayesDM package uses the Stan
software (mc-stan.org) for MarkovChain Monte-Carlo sampling.
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Blue diamonds: true parameters used to simulate choice behavior. Red circles: Recovered
posterior means.The full densities of the recovered parameters are shaded red.
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The proposed model shows comparable parameter recovery to the PVL Delta. Both PVL
Delta and the proposed model perform better than the VPP.

Conclusions

Results: WAIC & LOOIC
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* Will be made available in the hBayesDM R package
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The proposed model showed the best simulation performance
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Action Selection:

(Group distribution)

• Three model comparison methods were used to test model
performance:
1. Post-hoc model fit indices (Watanabe-Akaike information
criterion (WAIC) and Leave One Out information criterion
(LOOIC))
2. Simulation performance (refer to [6])
3. Parameter recovery performance (refer to [6])
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* Both models are available in the hBayesDM R package
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Softmax with ✓ (inverse temperature) and Ej (t + 1) for PVL, or
Vj (t + 1) for VPP.
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• Instruction: Select cards from decks in a way that would maximize earnings.
• Each selection yields a gain of some amount, but some selections also involve a loss.
• Two decks (C and D) are “good” or “advantageous” and two other decks (A and B) are
“bad” or “disadvantageous”. Participants are not told which decks are "good" and which are
"bad", and that they should learn this by trial-and-error as the task progresses.
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Our study investigated a novel reinforcement learning model for the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT)
that measures expected value, expected outcome frequency, and perseverance. We used post-hoc
model fits, simulation, and parameter recovery to assess how well the new model explains data
collected from healthy subjects. Our results show that the new model performs very well in all
three indices. These findings suggest that long-run average, outcome frequency, and perseverance
all play important roles in choice behavior in the IGT. Future studies should use the new model to
investigate differences between healthy and clinical populations of interest.
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• Lower WAIC and LOOIC indices indicate better fits.
• The Proposed model and the VPP perform similarly in terms of post-hoc
fits (one-step-ahead prediction accuracy).
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